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Agenda:

- Status on STIX - Extensions
- Interop Subcommittee
- CDC Demo

Meeting Notes:

Richard Struse
Welcome – to this session – we’ll do it again at 9:00 pm US EST
[Reviewed the Agenda]

Emily
[Reviewed the updates in the STIX 2.1 Working Draft 09 version]
Noted link on the TOC page on Google Docs:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yvqWaPPnPW-2NiVCLqzRszcx91ffMowfT5MmE9Nsy_w/edit?usp=sharing

Richard Struse
[Reviewed the various Extensions proposals – Posed questions about the preferences For one or the other of the proposals]
STIX 2.1 will become a full OASIS Standard, and we want to give
The Community a way to develop special Use Cases
Therefore, we really need the Extensions mechanism
Core issues are:
  Document describes two mechanisms – Do we give guidance
  On when to use one or the other.
Dean Thompson
Asked about how Custom Objects were being used in.

Jane Ginn

[Gave update on Interop Test Doc 1 updates]
- STIX 2.1 Interoperability Test Document Part 1
  - Currently updating from extensive comments
  - https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sabxlhxjxfg1RAaBj6grsktBzX_UHFl4C8VYStybic0/edit?usp=sharing
- STIX/TAXII 2.1 Interoperability Test Document Part 2
  - On roadmap - Be sure to review & comment
  - https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_y8pstdc6Q511No7Z9Ny-PzEZ0aum_lpgEvq6PvEYOM/edit?usp=sharing
- STIXPreferred Website
  - Update Website & Develop Workflows

Ryusuke Masuoka

[Wants to make sure custom objects are maintained]

Richard Struse

[Wants to make sure we maintain the validation for custom objects]

Ryusuke Masuoka
I am very insistent that we cover this in the Interop Committee Note

Chris Lenk
Gave a presentation on STIX Generator Notebook

![STIX Generator Notebook](image)

[Give demo of the Tool]

Ryusuke Masuoka
Asked about various Use Cases for use of the tool

Chris Lenk
Clarified that it is for testing
Posed the question about releasing it as an Open Repository

Richard Struse
Outlined the next steps for requesting this as an Open Repo within OASIS
Asked about how to do command line for the tool
Also suggested that we use for Interop Tests
Opportunities for pull requests

Ryu
What is the best way to stay updated?
Chris Lenk
I’ll send an announcement once it is set up as an Open Repo

Richard Struse
This is really great – Thank you
If you care about Extensions or Interop – Dig into the documents and comment
Thank you!

Meeting Terminated
***************************************************************************